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          [image: Palestinian family have first fast-breaking (iftar) dinner among the rubbles of their destroyed house on the first day of Ramadan in Deir al-Balah, Gaza]
Match your gift
Ramadan Mubarak from the IRC
For many, Ramadan is a time of spiritual reflection and thinking of those who are struggling to survive. Together, we can provide critical support to families facing famine in Gaza, conflict in Sudan, and in other crises around the world.
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Match your gift










  
    

    Delivering lasting impact

The IRC helps people to survive, recover and rebuild their lives.


	

We serve
people whose lives have been upended by war, conflict and natural disasters



	

We work
in countries where people don’t have the support they need to recover from crisis



	

We respond
within 72 hours, staying to help countries stabilize and people rebuild their lives



	

We resettle
refugees welcomed by the United States, helping them to succeed and thrive






News & features


	[image: A woman holds a young child outside a makeshift shelter in Gaza.]
        Gaza crisis
      
Why isn’t more aid getting into Gaza?
The Israeli blockade of food, water, fuel, and essential medicines and supplies is inflicting immense suffering on Palestinians in Gaza.
Read the article



	[image: Palestinians are pictured hugging and mourning together.]
        2024 Emergency Watchlist
      
Crisis in Palestine: What you need to know

Learn more




	[image: Dr. Jilani tends to a young child at Al Asqa hospital in Gaza.]
        Gaza crisis
      
On the ground with a doctor in Gaza

Inside one of Gaza's hospitals.




	[image: Five girls dressed in bright colours smile at the camera.]
        Women and girls
      
10 ways to help end violence against women and girls

Read the article




	[image: Samira faces the camera, smiling.]
        International Women’s Day
      
Five women thriving in the face of conflict and economic crisis

Find out more






See the latest


[image: ftu Aliyyi and her three-year-old daughter Fidiya Abrahim were admitted to the IRC supported health facility where Fidiya is being treated and monitiored for malnutrition.]
Share the spirit of Ramadan
Thanks to a generous match, all donations will be doubled to provide critical aid to displaced children and families.

Match your gift




Press updates


	"Wait, please" - IRC's New Report Sheds Light on Violation of Asylum Rights in Italy

April 4, 2024


	IRC response to major earthquake in Taiwan

April 4, 2024




Visit our media center




Why the IRC
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I support the IRC because I believe everyone should have an opportunity to seek a better future for themselves. My family had that opportunity and I’m so very grateful for it.
Rami Malek
Actor and IRC Ambassador







    
              
    
                  Crises the world can't ignore in 2024
      
    
Record numbers of people, many fleeing violence and persecution, need humanitarian aid. Learn about the world's worst crises and how to help in our 2024 Emergency Watchlist.

Read the report





Refugee stories from around the world

In their own words, people share when and why they had to flee—and what life is like now.






El Salvador does not allow people like us: either you are a man or you are a woman. My dream upon arriving in the United States is to find a decent job, to have an income to help my parents.
[image: Fernanda poses for a photo wearing a striped shirt and carrying a purse]
At 27 years old, Fernanda Levin was forced to leave behind her parents, siblings and home simply so that she could safely be herself.
Meet Fernanda








It’s been so horrible, reading the news and wondering where family members are. All my relatives are in eastern Ukraine and I am afraid of what could happen to them.
[image: A close up of Anastasiia standing in a field wearing winter clothes ]
Newly engaged and working amid the conflict and crisis at home, Ukrainian refugee Anastasiia is rebuilding her life in Poland.
Meet Anastasiia








My children motivate me to continue. I know that I do this not only for me, but for them, so that they do not have any problems when they grow up, so that they do not live or sleep in fear.
[image: Natalia faces the camera]
Natalia and her husband José traveled thousands of miles, sleeping rough on the streets, determined to reach a safe place to raise their children.
Meet Natalia
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Our efficiency


	87% Program services
	8% Management and general
	5% Fundraising

Donate







Join our mailing list

    Get the latest news about the IRC's innovative programs, compelling stories about our clients and how you can make a difference.
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Follow Us
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	Respecting Your Privacy
	Terms and Conditions
	Fraud Prevention







International Rescue Committee is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization. EIN number 13-5660870.

Copyright © International Rescue Committee, 2024.




  
    

  
            ×DONATIONS URGENTLY NEEDED: Crisis in Gaza
Gifts Matched
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          Limited Time Only: Match Your Gift Today

          This giving season, make a generous gift and your donation will be matched.
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